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Subject:

Inquiry into the Mining Amendment (Compensation for Cancellation of Exploration
Licence) Bill 2019 (‘Compensation Bill’)

Dear Niall,
1. There should be no doubt that the actions of the NSW Government under the former premier Barry
O'Farrell and the NSW ICAC have directly influenced the NSW Parliament to enact draconian
legislation to expropriate assets of NuCoal Resources Ltd (‘NuCoal’). This has led to the savings of
+3,000 local and international investors, being taken through no fault of their own, rather from the
(now unproven) duplicity of various government officers and an executive arm of the NSW Premier’s
Office.
2. The Mining Amendment (ICAC Operations Jasper and Acacia) Act 2014 (‘Amendment Act’) was
unprecedented in Australia and completely ignored NuCoal’s innocence. The legislation:
 cancelled the EL without the due process afforded under the Mining Act 1992;
 denied access to any legal right of appeal;
 absolved the Government of liability for the conduct of its Ministers and
employees; and
 required NuCoal to give to the Government – free of charge - all of the confidential
exploration data that NuCoal had paid for at a cost of tens of millions of dollars.
3. The unchallenged passing of the Amendment Act, despite ICAC’s own documented recommendations
to consider compensating innocent parties, has been directly responsible for stealing privately held
property and was done so under very dubious and now unsubstantiated circumstances. Your own
lack of oversight of NSW ICAC has also lead to the jailing of potentially innocent individuals, Ian
MacDonald and John Maitland, in the process via this agency concealing extensive exculpatory
evidence.1,2,3
4. The Compensation Bill, provides an independent process to review the facts, provide compensation if
deemed appropriate and allow the Rule of Law to be restored in NSW. The NSW Government has
compensated many (if not almost all) individuals and mining companies after their assets have been
expropriated. In particular I note the recent payouts to Durham Holding ($27M), Shenhau Watermark
($262M) and BHP Caroona ($220M). Do I need to remind you that our own Constitution protects
property from such interference?
Section 51(xxxi) of the Constitution provides that the Commonwealth Parliament may make laws with
respect to the acquisition of property on just terms from any State or person for any purpose in
respect of which the Parliament has power to make laws.
Selective exculpatory evidence that the NSW Court of Appeal will now surely review during any proposed retrial of Ian MacDonald and John
Maitland (if in fact it ever now takes place):

MacDonald and Maitland didn’t know of each other until at least 18 months after the training mine was first proposed:
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-76263/link/89

DPP’s key witness had a known criminal background and cognitive impairment at the time, which ICAC knew:
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-76836/link/89
2 ICAC denies duty to reveal exculpatory material, http://wavetheflag.org.au/2016/08/19/icac-denies-duty-to-reveal-exculpatory-material/
3 ‘ICAC should be investigated over mine licence evidence’, http://wavetheflag.org.au/2018/03/16/icac-should-be-investigated-over-mine-licenceevidence/
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